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About This Game

CREATE
Connect parts together to build rockets. You can choose from a variety of rocket engines, fuel tanks, and other gizmos. You can

even build rovers with powered wheels.

EXPLORE
Blast off from any planet you want. You can fly through the intense atmosphere of Venus, or you can take advantage of the low

gravity of Mercury. Whip around the sun and launch yourself out to the far reaches of the solar system.

CHALLENGES
Several challenges are built into the game so you can have fun while learning about real rocket science. Challenge yourself to

orbit with the least amount of fuel, land on the moon, and so much more.

PERSISTENT SANDBOX
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Build space stations, moon bases, refueling stations, and more with support for multiple launches. Save your sandbox at anytime
or upload it and share it with your friends.

ROCKET SCIENCE
Kepler wrote the equations 400 years ago, and SimpleRockets uses those equations to model extremely realistic orbital physics.

Players will learn about rocket science and astrodynamics while they are having a blast exploring the solar system.
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Great small shooter which uses a complicated passive tree, pre-packaged classes, and ship types to give you tons of options to
deal with a gradually escalating Asteroids clone. You start with asteroids, and end with bullet hell.

Solid buy, especially at given price. A gem in the rough.. Fun -brings me back to the 80's.. This is my favorite visual novel as of
yet. I can't wait until the rest of the series becomes available in english.. Loyalty and Blood: Viktor Origins is a fantastic
platform shooter with good castlevania-esque music in the background. This game is a refreshing breath of air from the giant
pile of garbage pixel games on steam. Support these developers and buy this game.. Not very long, but it's a good way to pass the
time. 40 regular levels and then 40 "light" levels - allowing you to replay with higher difficulty. Not very hard, but just
challenging enough that you don't blaze through every single level the first try and you feel accomplished when you solve the
puzzles. Definitely worth playing multiple times.

The concept is definitely original, and if you have good headphones, now is the time to let them shine.. Desert Gunner is just a
tepid pile of nothing, and that's even if you can run it correctly. It's entirely comprised of awful, repetitive turret sections where
you shoot Iraqi soldiers while driving towards Baghdad - at least I assume they're soldiers. The game calls them insurgents, but
most insurgents don't have a dozen tanks to throw at you during the average engagement.

Gameplay-wise, aiming your weapons and firing is all you do. This isn't helped at all by the fact that aiming in this game sucks,
there's practically no feedback that tells you where you're taking damage from so you can react in time, and the difficulty begins
at "brutal" then shortly shoots up to "you're not finishing the first level without cheats." Your small convoy is swarmed with
enemy armor, RPGs, and regular rifle-toting soldiers that can still somehow damage your tank's health. Imagine Kaizo Mario
with AK47s and you're halfway to Desert Gunner.

Meanwhile, the entire aesthetic is lo-fi and amateur to the point where it honestly looks like one of Hezbollah's propaganda
FPSes. That was probably unintentional, given the player's entire justification for driving through the Arabian Desert is pretty
much "they're shootin' at you, kill 'em all!!!" which isn't a good look for a game about one of the least justified wars in modern
history.

This isn't even an enjoyably bad game; it's just bad. Please avoid it.. The game runs so bad. I would like a refund.
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Zombie Solitaire is a very nice and fun Solitaire.. http://gamrha.us/topic/124/review-nancy-drew-secrets-can-kill

Secrets Can Kill was the very first Nancy Drew video game and was originally released in 1998. Twelve years later, Her
Interactive decided to give the game an engine makeover and re-release the game in 2010 capable of running smoothly on
modern Windows computers. The original game remains intact, only the engine displaying it is updated so the original acting,
story, gameplay, puzzles and graphics are still there.

There is no doubt that Secrets Can Kill shows its age. The update is great and makes the game installs and plays smoothly (we
tested via Steam) without any problems on Windows 10, which is great. The game is much shorter than, say, Shadow at the
Water's Edge, which was released right after the 2010 remake of Secrets Can Kill.

The game is a classic, it started the entire Nancy Drew series and is well worth a play. My eight year old said that even she still
enjoyed it very much, while obviously not as good as the later games.

The acting on this original title, as the writing for the characters, leaves them extremely flat. They don't really feel like living
characters at all and it makes it hard to really be pulled into the game. The number of locations is very limited, although this is
pretty common in the Nancy Drew games in general.

Overall the game is dark and feels a bit creepier than it should because of the flat, lifeless characters and the sense of being
"trapped" unable to explore very broadly. The game has some dark elements and the puzzles are a bit hard and non-intuitive.
You spend a lot of time looking at bulletin boards and in the end, none of it makes any sense. But it has such historic importance
to the gaming franchise that it is valuable for that reason alone.

Overall the game is worth playing, but very weak. If you are looking to test the series, this is not the title to try. If you are
dedicated to playing through the series in its entirety, then this title is, quite obviously, a must. And starting with the 2010
remake is not a problem at all as the game play elements are left completely intact.. I have never got so caught in a game like
this one, and i actually want more, i hate it that it was left with a cliff hanger at the very end but it got stuck to me, i love it. The
DLC is a little spendy but I love this DLC. I always choose the giant chicken. Make sure to but the killing floor bundle instead
of everything seperately!. Pretty simple, yet polished VR title. I wish more games were like this than the shovelware that is
plaguing VR right now.. SO CUTE!!!!! Priced right for the game content, lots of cute fun!. No servers are available. Apparently
this has been the case for awhile now. Absent developers do not bode well for this money-grabbing scam.. Its an older game, i
was going to let them pass............NO LEAVE THEM TO ME.. If you enjoy video games and want to learn more about the
history, then this documentary is well done and worth every penny & second of watching. I will certainly be watching it again.

Words of warning though... it is all based on the pre-crash era of gaming. No Nintendo, no Sony, etc. It's mostly focused on the
rise and fall of Atari - from Pong to ET. And, it may be a bit 'dry', if you're not a devoted fan of the old school game years. It's
more of a history lesson that game documentaries such Indie Game, or King of Kong.

I personally really enjoyed it and am hoping the series continues.
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